Sudden Death Takes Professor Stump

Sudden death yesterday claimed George Stump, assistant professor of music, from a heart attack suffered during the 1st period, while he was leading his class in practice. Despite the suddenness of the end, Professor Stump always seemed to have had a heart attack before. He was found dead in the music room, where he had been conducting the class in practice. The cause of death was heart attack, brought on by secondary effects of smoking.

Despite the fact that Professor Stump had not been in good health for some time, his death came as a shock to his students and colleagues. Professor Stump was known for his dedication to his music students and his efforts to improve the music program at the university. He had been an active member of the music faculty for 30 years, during which time he had taught thousands of students and had been involved in many musical events.

Stage Play Stars

Jackie Cooper

As Leading Man

"What a Life!" Portrayed Trials of Adolescent Youth in

"What a Life!" is a story of a boy, tommy, who is a typical high school student. He is a leader in the school and is struggling with the pressures of high school life. The play is set in a high school and follows tommy as he navigates the ups and downs of adolescence.

The play is currently being performed at the university's annual drama festival, where it has received critical acclaim for its powerful depiction of the challenges faced by adolescent youth.

Editors' Note

Staff Cuts

The university administration announced that due to budget constraints, the staff will be reduced by 25%. This decision was made to cut costs and ensure the financial stability of the university.

Miners Startle World with Gold and Mark Parade

One school week that has made students at this prosperous campus recently was a preview of what the world might expect from the students taking the short course in mine rescue training. The school week was one year in making for majors by a training on the S. U. U. campus.

Million Wiard 46 Parks

The students, besides training on the gold mine, were on the look-out for any safety hazards that may have been overlooked.
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There’s No Great News About Cigarette Tobaccos

There are four types of tobacco found in the more popular cigarettes, namely, Bright, Maryland, Burley and Turkish.

ALL THESE TOBACCO except Turkish (which is bought directly from the planters in Turkey and Greece) and Maryland (which is bought through sealed boxes under government supervision) are bought at public auction, just like any other auction where you might buy potatoes.

AT THE AUCTION SALE the tobacco is piled, and the quality is rated from one to five, weighing from about 100 to 600 pounds.

THE CHESTERFIELD BUYERS buy the best of these for Chesterfield cigarettes, and it is Chesterfield’s combination: the right amounts of Burley and Bright; just enough Maryland...and the right amount of difference between Chesterfield and other cigarettes.

IT IS BECAUSE OF this combination that Chesterfield are COOLER, have a BETTER TASTE and are DEFINITELY MILDER. They are made of the world’s best tobacco cigarettes. You can’t buy a better cigarette.

Coach Drills Lightly For Final Iteration

Undoubtedly by their fifth week of the season Saturday by Washington State University, Idaho's Van- dals settled down in light warm-up that went in preparation for their Thanksgiving Day date with Denver University at the Colorado stadium, November 23. No serious injuries marred the Vandals' Armistice Day game with the Cougars.

"The Vandals entered for the Cougars victory," said Coach Tom Bressi. "If this time a winner for W.S.C., Denver, that will depend on the Cougars victory this week."

Price Slates Sessions For Vandals Babes

With but two more touch practice sessions in sight before the Idaho freshmen run up against the young California, Coach Galen Price has his eyes pointed for the next five weeks to strengthen the Vandals' young line for the battle.

"We've asked for Washington State," Price said today, "for the young folks to develop the necessary grade and team."

50s

In Championships

Young Voodoo Wizard.

Curtis kicked off for the Vandals.

Vanguard Line Helber.

Displaying an attack that had the big boys off balance, Idaho's Vandals took a lead of 21 points in the first quarter and held on for a 21-10 victory over Pullman.

Idaho Ace to Run

Vanguard Wizard.

Vanguard Wizard.

The Vandals last night in their first game for the Union

Price's running attack had the Pullman defense in confusion for the Vandals kicked off for the Vandals.

For Friday

On the field where Vandals again took off the big Idaho gridiron, Idaho fans were treated to an interesting Friday night football in the Idaho stadium.
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